we use this result to compute the conductor of p when m = 2".
1. INTRODUCTION Let n be a positive integer, let m = 2", let ,LJ, be the group of the m th roots of unity in Q, a fixed algebraic closure of Q, and let K= Q(,u,). Let 0, denote the ring of integers of K, p a prime ideal of O,, F, the residue field of K at p, q the order of F,, and K, the completion of K at p. Let A be the prime ideal above 2 in K and let I, be the group of fractional ideals of K, coprime with II. Let N" denote the norm from K, to Qz.
For p # A, and for any x E O,, x 4 p, let (x/p), be the power residue symbol of 1y; that is (x,/p),,, is the unique mth root of unity in K characterized by mod p.
(For more details on the power residue symbol, see [ 1, ex. 11.) Consequently, for any 1~ 2, (x/p): is a multiplicative character of FP. We denote by G:"'(p) the Gauss sum of F, for this character, defined as follows:
Let p = char Fp, let sp be a fixed primitive p th root of 1 in Q, and let Tr denote the trace from F, to the field with p elements. Let $P: F, + pp be the additive character of F, given by $,(x) = E~T'('~. Then set G:"'(P)= -c (;) ' cl/&d
XE Fp m
Given any l-tuple of non-zero integers d = (di), G 1 G [ such that xi (di) = 0, we obtain a Hecke character pf; over K modulo m2, by defining P'&"(P) = JY'(P)Y for prime ideals p E I,, and extending multiplicatively to I,, where J:"'(P) = j ;r G$,!'(P 
For any finite prime p of K, we let p+ (m) be the continuous character K,* + K obtained by restricting pl;"' to the pth component. We call it the local component at p. When p #A, (ii) implies (1.2) Let UA denote the group of units of Z, [,u,] .
Then as Weil [Ill has shown, it is a consequence of Stickelberger's theorem on the prime decomposition of the Gauss sums, that p;?!(x) EP~ for all XE Uj, n K*, and by continuity, for all x E Ui.. Indeed we have (1. 4) we obtain the prime decomposition of the Jacobi sums, (Jl;"'(p)) = p@d, (Observe that Qd has integer coefficients since Cf= 1 di = 0.) Therefore for any ideal q E I,, we have When q is a principal ideal q = (s), (p>(s)). s-@~ is a unit of K all of whose conjugates have absolute value 1, and therefore it is a root of unity in K.
(For more details on this, see [ll, 121.) So to determine pl;") completely, we need to determine p$';( U,). The ' Ji denotes the subgroup of J, consisting of the id&s with value 1 at the Ith component and (x)" E I, is the fractional ideal of K associated with x E Ji. really significant ones among these characters are those obtained from d of length 3, since all the others can be expressed in terms of them.
(When d has length 2 the associated character is trivial, since PI;,+ d,j(p) = (-l/P)2 4.) In this paper, we discuss exclusively Hecke characters of K associated to (a, b, c), with a = 2'a', 1 < r < n -1, and a', 6, c odd. For x E U,, we will express P$',.,~(x) in terms of the Hilbert symbol ( , ),. We briefly recall the definition of the Hilbert symbol,
denotes the image of y under the Artin map associated with the Kummer extension KJx"")/K,.
We are going to prove: The analogous formulas of the local components of p$), at p in the cases, where p 1 m and m is odd, as well as the computation of the conductors, were recently given by Coleman and McCallum in [3] , using the special libre of a stable model of the Fermat curve associated to pllb',,. Also Hasse, in [S] , has computed the local component and the conductor of ~$2,~ when m is prime, while in [6] , [9, lo] But also note that Z,*/N"'( U,) has order equal to QT/N"'(Kf), which is 2"-', (cf. [l, chap. VI, Sect. 2.6]), and therefore the inclusion above must be an equality. Hence the group of units Ui. modulo the group of units of norm z 1 mod 2"+ * is a cyclic group of order 4. In particular, since N"(w) = 52"-2 E 1 + 2" mod 2" + ', w is a generator of this quotient group. So given x E U,, there exists a unique t E { 0, 1,2, 3 } and a unique x,. E Uj, with N"(x,) E 1 mod 2" + 2, such that x= w'-x,..
In Sections 2-5 we will show that (1.6)
with s as in (1.5). To prove (1.7), we will use the Hasse Davenport relations for Gauss sums to express P:;!'.,,~ in terms of ~',pi+~,, and of a tamely ramified character. Then we will evaluate the latter at x,, using Theorem 2. In Section 2 we reduce to the case where x,, is a generator of a principal prime ideal p, prime to 1. In Section 3 we compute a formula for p',yl, _ 2,A. In Section 4 we state and prove several lemmas which we use in Section 5 for the computation of P:'$!~,~ (x,,). In Section 6, we will show that P $LcJw) = (wpmj4( 1 -4)" aabbcc, w),
(1. 8) by showing that both sides of (1.8) equal (-1)2"m2+ '. From (1.7) and (1.8), using (1.6) and the bilinearity of the Hilbert symbol, Theorem 1 follows. I thank Robert Coleman for suggesting the problem to me, for advising me on it, and for kindly discussing it with me during the course of my graduate studies at U. C. Berkeley.
SOME REDUCTION STEPS
In this section we will show that it suffices to prove the relation (1.7) of Section 1 for x,,. E K*, and x,,. a generator of a principal prime ideal p of 0,. (We identify K* with its image in Kj+ under the natural inclusion.) This is a consequence of Proposition 3 given below: PROPOSITION 3 . Given x E U,, there exists u principal prime ideal p of O,, with generator 7c, E O,, such that TC, E x mod 2"+'.
Proof of Proposition 3. Let P, denote the set of principal ideals of 0, coprime with 1. Let P ,,,i E P, be the subset consisting of ideals generated bysEO,,s=lmod2"+'.
Let L, and H, denote the class fields to 1,/P,, , and LIP,,,, respectively. So H, is the Hilbert class field to K, and H, c L,, with Gal(L,/H,) = P, JP,,, . Let y E 0, be determined by the congruence y E x mod 2" + 2. By Tchebotarev's density theorem, there exists a prime P,~ which maps to the same element of Gal(L,/K) with (y) under the Artin map. Since ( y) is principal, p, actually maps into PJP,, , , therefore pX is principal. Since then p, E (y) mod P,,, , it follows that there is a generator 7c, of p, such that rcX-y mod 2"+', and therefore rc, E x mod 2" + ' as claimed. Given x,,. E Uj,, with N,,(x,.) E 1 mod 2"+ ', let z,,, be as in Proposition 3. It follows that there is u E U, such that x,,. = rrKM . u"', since any unit in U, congruent to 1 mod 2"+' is an mth power. (One way to see this is as follows: If u = 1 mod 2"+' Z2[,um], there exists s E Z, such that u = (1 -4)", and then we have that s E 0 mod m.) Next observe that the Hecke character p$,jC,,, and the Hilbert symbol are trivial on ( Uj,)"*. So both sides of ( 1.7) agree on x,,. and n,,, . Also NmrcIX = 1 mod 2"+ *. So it suffices to prove ( 1.7 ) for 7-r,, For Sections 3-5, p denotes a fixed principal prime ideal of I,,, x, E K* is a generator of p, and N"*(x,,,) E 1 mod 2n+2. To simplify the notation we denote the Gauss sum G!"')(p) by G, and cD~,~,' by CD, unless needed otherwise.
THE COMPUTATION OF p[yi,p2,j
For this section only, K = Q&) and 1= (1 -1). Let w = (1 -21), as in the statement of Theorem 1. Note that PI"1, -2,L(l) = 13 (3.0) since @i,i, p2 = cl. We are going to prove: Then we will show that w = 1 -21 satisfies (a) and (b). As it was shown in Section 2, we only need to prove Proposition 4 for x a generator of a principal prime ideal p # 1. At first we are going to determine p(14/,p2,j, for ICE K* such that:
(i) rc is a generator of a prime p of K, p # 1.
(ii) r E 1 mod L3.
Given any principal prime ideal p #I of K, such a generator always exists; for, the equivalence classes of 1, I, -1, -I are distinct modulo ,I3 and so given a generator of p #1 we can multiply it by the appropriate root of unity to obtain n satisfying (i) and (ii). For such x we are going to prove Pl";.-,,,c4=
(-1, x)4.
By (1.2) and since @L,,,-2=g1, we have
where S is a subset of E;p -(0, 1, i} containing exactly one element of each pair (x, 1 -x).
Since #S= (q -3)/2, then #SE 1 mod 2. Since any element of ,u~ is = 1 mod ;i we have that (x/P)~ (( 1 -x)/P)~ E 1 mod i, and since # SE 1 mod 2, DESPINA T. PRAPAVESSI Also, from the quadratic reciprocity law, we have that (i/p): = (-l)("-"" and therefore (3.2) gives
.I\"!. P2(p) E -( -l)(y2-i)'* + 2 mod A3.
By (3.3) and since 7~ = 1 mod L3 we conclude (3. 3)
and since P\Y~.-~,~, (rr) E ,LL~, it suffices to determine it modulo 13. That is we have if N4pz1mod8
Given any x E K*, x a generator at p # il we have that x = 1'. rc, where t is an integer mod 4 and 71 E 1 mod A3. So if w satisfies (a) and (b), by (3.4) and (3.0), we have
The last equality follows from the bilinearity of the norm residue symbol. We also used the observation that (-1, 1)4 = 1 which is easy to see From the continuity of the symbol we have that (w, p) = 1. This completes the proof of (b) and hence Proposition 4.
FIVE LEMMAS
In this section we are going to state and prove five lemmas that we will need in the computation of p'"' a,b,c,l(~w) which is given in Section 5. The first three (Lemmas 5,6, and 7), will be used to express the Gauss sum G, in J::&(p) in terms of Gauss sums of odd powers of the power residue symbol. We will need two Hasse Davenport relations:
The first relates the Gauss sums G(x) arising from the characters x of Fp* of order 1 and an arbitrary character $ of F,* (cf. [ 7, Chap. II, Thm. 10. 1 ] ), n G(xII/) = $(I-') GM') n G(X). The second relates Gauss sums of finite extensions of finite fields (cf. 7, Chap. I, Thm. 5.11). Let E/F be such an extension, and let x be a character of F*, GF(x) the Gauss sum corresponding to x. Then GE(x 0 N;) = (G'(#"'"', (4.2) where N$ is the norm for E/F. Proof of Lemmas 5. Since a=2'a', the character (x/p): of F,* is the 2'th power of (x/p):. We apply (4.1) with $(x) = (x/p): and 1= 2', and we obtain Observe now that the denominator is the product of G,, Gm,2, and 2'-' -1 pairs of Gauss sums of conjugate characters. Since Go = 1, G 42 = L,,z, and G,G-, = (-l/p); q, the denominator equals where Gj4' is the Gauss sum associated with the character (x/p)f, of Fz4, and then we will use Proposition 4 of Section 3. Indeed, observe that Then using (4.2), we have that Gmi2= (G\4')f, and similarly G m/2 = (G?;)': So (4.6.1) follows. Recall now that x is a uniformizer at p. Using We square both sides of (4.7.1) and we use the relations G, +m,2 = G, -,,,,? and (G pm,2)2 = q. Also observe that for n 2 3, we have since 2 is a square. Lemma 7 now follows.
Next, we need some computations in the group ring of Gal(K/Q). Let 0, be as in (1. 
It follows that
Also note that since I= 2'1', and j/2' Q (I'tlm} < (j-t 1)/2', we have Proof of Lemma 9. We will distinguish two cases, as r $ n -2 or Y = n -1. In the first case the series for log( 1 + km/u) already converges in Q2 while when r = n -1 the series for log( (1 + km/a)2) converges.
Case (i). r<n-2.
To simplify the notation, let c=2;j' (1 +yl+*"'".
( 1 _ ykml"; so that log A = log( C"') = a' log C.
Using (4.9.1) we find logC= f ---!--,2r 'y 1 k2,.
,=I t(2t-1) a2' /,=I 64113812.4
DESPINA T. PRAPAVESSI
Since we only need to compute log C mod 2"+2, we need to determine those terms from the above infinite sum, for which (2n-2r) t-ord, t+ordz Now observe that (4.9.2) (4.9.3) which follows, for instance from the well-known identity
where B, is the Ith Benouili number, (so ord, B, 2 -1). Using (4.9.3), we find that (4.9.2) is only satisfied for t = 1. Therefore,
Since Y 6 n -2, and Y > 2, it follows that i22n-r-2(2' -1) G 22n-r-2 mod 2"+2, and so we have Case (ii) r=n-1.
In this case, we have where log A = log D + log E, k=l and From (4.9.3), we have ord,(CrLi-' k2') > n -3 for all t, and so we find
~~(~"~'+2""-22"~3-22"')+~(-2")mod2"ti. (4.9.4) A similar computation yields
Then using (4.9.4) and (4.9.5), we have as claimed.
THE COMPUTATION OF p~~$l(x,.)
As we showed in Section 2, it suffices to establish formula (1.7) for where E(x,.) is a correction term. In this section, we will establish (5.1) and we will show that E(X,.) = (w-m/4( 1 -4)", X,.),, 2) with s as in (1.5). Our proof will follow the steps (1) through (5), described below:
(1) Using Lemmas 5, 6, and 7 of Section 4, we find d = (di), with di odd xi di = 0, such that GaG,G,=Ar(~bfl G,, 3 1  4 where A,(p) depends only on r and p.
More precisely, we first substitute G, as given by Lemma 5, we multiply the resulting expression by (Gm,4)2 (G,,4))2, and we then substitute  (G,,,G,,,G_,,,) ) ' as given by Lemma 6. In the case where n > 2, we also use Lemma 7 to substitute (G,+,)'. So we obtain (1 -(m/2a'))"'-"'2 x (1+ (m/2))'+"'2~;/8,'
(1 +4k)2+Sk 12) with s as in (1.5), which proves (5.2). Recall that any unit which is congruent to 1 mod 2n+2 is a 2"th power. So we only need to do arithmetic mod 2" + 2. When n = 2, a direct computation gives that 4) .' x ,) we therefore only need to compute fmod 2"-I. We will show tha; irn";;d 2"--' = s, as given by (1.5).
Since ord, log( 1 -4) = 2, we need to compute log R mod 2"+ '. By Lemma 9 we have
~2"~'~2(2~~~1_l),,d2"+', (5.14)
We also apply Lemma 9 for a = m/4 and then square both sides, to obtain UEZ,,
we have that f of (5.13) satisfies f =s mod 2"-', with s as in (1.5). (Note that the case r< n -3 only applies for n > 4, and then we have that 22"-3EOmod 2"+' .) This completes the proof of (5.1).
THE COMPUTATION OF pj=ic,,(w) IN Q(,u,)
Let w = 1 -21, let n, r, a, 6, c be as in the statement of Theorem 1. In this section, we are going to prove the following proposition: PROPOSITION (To see this, consider for instance the binomial expansion for ii' = f (1 -A)', for t = 1, . ..) 2"-I, and recall that 2 -i2-' mod 21.) It suffices therefore to perform all computations mod 22, since p $i,., ;( MI) E pm.
At first, let us compute W@"~.~. We will prove the following lemma: LEMMA We will now compute !PI + Y,. For 1 E Z, odd, observe
Also note that if r = n -1, C'y=, {at/m) = C'y= 1 4 = m/4, while if r < n -2, we have (using also (6.3)), that
Therefore we obtain which, with (6.2) gives Lemma 11.
Next, we will compute HP,,, (J$,$(p)) o'dp(x') The ideal (w) is prime in Z[l] and lies over the ideal (5) of Z. Since (Z/mZ)* has order 2"-' and 5 2"-Jz1+2n-j+2 mod 2"-j+ 3 for n 2 2, it follows that 5 has inertia degree 2"-' in Q(pL,). So 5 splits into two principal primes (1 -21) and (1 + 22) in Q(pq), each of which remains inert in Q&J. Therefore (6.4) where 6, denotes the prime ideal above (w) in Q&,). We will prove the following lemma: We will now show (6.6). Let 2, be a subset of A, containing exactly one element from each pair (.Y, 1 -s). Then we have using (3) which with (6.8), completes the proof of (6.6).
Next, we will prove (6.7). For XE B,, we have that X, 1 -I, x"'~', and 1 _ ex5'k-! are all distinct. Let B, be a subset of B, containing exactly one Observe that (6.10) follows directly from (6) and (8) 
